E46 glove box removal

It is an uncomfortable truth that age is starting to take its toll on many key electronics in our
wonderful E46 3 series cars. When we realize that a good portion of the E46s ever produced are
now over 20 years old, it becomes easier to understand why systems are starting to fail. Time,
environmental conditions, driving habits, poor battery maintenance and improper charging are
slowly degrading electronic control modules, often causing an array of malfunctioning systems
in their wake. A failing GM5 module can cause many different issues in the BMW E46, but the
most popular problem seems to be erratic central door lock operation with the keyless entry key
FOB. Typical symptoms of a GM5 related central locking issue include arbitrary locking and
unlocking with the key FOB, usually followed by a complete system shutdown requiring manual
operation with the key. The BMW Repair Guide ci used in this article would unlock and lock
perfectly with the key FOB once or twice, then go into complete disarray requiring
disconnection of the battery to reset the system. Repairing the GM5 module completely cured
the issue and the car is back to normal. Whatever issue your BMW E46 GM5 module is creating,
the good news is it can easily be rectified by removing the module and having it repaired. The
GM5 module is located behind the glove box on the passenger side of the vehicle, and can be
removed in about 15 minutes with just a couple of tools. We discourage all home mechanics
from attempting to fix the GM5 module on their own. There is no need to purchase a new BMW
E46 GM5 moduleâ€¦your damaged module can be easily fixed by shipping it to a reputable
repair shop. A simple online Google search will return plenty of options to choose from. Glove
box mounting screws optional â€” If you own an E46 that you bought used, we are willing to bet
you will be missing some glove box mounting screws. These screws tend to disappear over
timeâ€¦the casualties of prior repairs done by sloppy mechanics. Glove box flashlight optional
â€” Many BMW E46 owners never realize that there is an emergency rechargeable flashlight
mounted in their glove box! Over the years, these flashlights lose their ability to charge, or
simply disappear. Since you will have to remove the glovebox to do this repair, now is a great
time to replace the flashlight. Lower dashboard light bulb optional â€” Since you will have to
disconnect the passenger side lower dashboard lighting to do this repair, now is a great time to
replace the bulb. It only takes a minute to replace it, and avoids any future headaches of having
to lay on your back to replace it. As discussed at the beginning of this article, we only
recommend sending your module to a reputable repair shop that specializes in refurbishing E46
GM5s. Just run a Google search and you will find plenty of qualified repair shops that will be
more than happy to help you out. The Repair Cost graphically displays approximately how
expensive the repair will be to perform. Please note that these cost estimates are approximate
and can fluctuate based on brand preferences and manufacturer. Share on Facebook. Even
though we have used a ci to perform this repair, this article can be applied to any E46 3 series
vehicle with minor modifications. For more information on affiliate links , please click here.
Screw self tapping 4. Flashlight glove box â€” Genuine BMW Bulb 12V 5W festoon style â€”
Sylvania Screwdriver â€” phillips. Screwdriver â€” flat blade. And congratulations for Doing It
Yourself! All rights reserved. The Level of Difficulty displays graphically how challenging the
repair is, from beginner to expert. Beginner repairs usually require very few tools, have short
repair times and are simple to complete for even the most novice of mechanics. As the difficulty
level rises expect the repair to demand more time, use more specialized tools, and require a
better understanding of mechanics to complete the job. It is an uncomfortable truth that age is
starting to take its toll on many key electronics in our wonderful E46 3 series cars. When we
realize that a good portion of the E46s ever produced are now over 20 years old, it becomes
easier to understand why systems are starting to fail. Time, environmental conditions, driving
habits, poor battery maintenance and improper charging are slowly degrading electronic control
modules, often causing an array of malfunctioning systems in their wake. A failing GM5 module
can cause many different issues in the BMW E46, but the most popular problem seems to be
erratic central door lock operation with the keyless entry key FOB. Typical symptoms of a GM5
related central locking issue include arbitrary locking and unlocking with the key FOB, usually
followed by a complete system shutdown requiring manual operation with the key. The BMW
Repair Guide ci used in this article would unlock and lock perfectly with the key FOB once or
twice, then go into complete disarray requiring disconnection of the battery to reset the system.
Repairing the GM5 module completely cured the issue and the car is back to normal. Whatever
issue your BMW E46 GM5 module is creating, the good news is it can easily be rectified by
removing the module and having it repaired. The GM5 module is located behind the glove box
on the passenger side of the vehicle, and can be removed in about 15 minutes with just a couple
of tools. We discourage all home mechanics from attempting to fix the GM5 module on their
own. There is no need to purchase a new BMW E46 GM5 moduleâ€¦your damaged module can
be easily fixed by shipping it to a reputable repair shop. A simple online Google search will
return plenty of options to choose from. Glove box mounting screws optional â€” If you own an

E46 that you bought used, we are willing to bet you will be missing some glove box mounting
screws. These screws tend to disappear over timeâ€¦the casualties of prior repairs done by
sloppy mechanics. Glove box flashlight optional â€” Many BMW E46 owners never realize that
there is an emergency rechargeable flashlight mounted in their glove box! Over the years, these
flashlights lose their ability to charge, or simply disappear. Since you will have to remove the
glovebox to do this repair, now is a great time to replace the flashlight. Lower dashboard light
bulb optional â€” Since you will have to disconnect the passenger side lower dashboard
lighting to do this repair, now is a great time to replace the bulb. It only takes a minute to
replace it, and avoids any future headaches of having to lay on your back to replace it. As
discussed at the beginning of this article, we only recommend sending your module to a
reputable repair shop that specializes in refurbishing E46 GM5s. Just run a Google search and
you will find plenty of qualified repair shops that will be more than happy to help you out. The
Repair Cost graphically displays approximately how expensive the repair will be to perform.
Please note that these cost estimates are approximate and can fluctuate based on brand
preferences and manufacturer. Share on Facebook. Even though we have used a ci to perform
this repair, this article can be applied to any E46 3 series vehicle with minor modifications. For
more information on affiliate links , please click here. Screw self tapping 4. Flashlight glove box
â€” Genuine BMW Bulb 12V 5W festoon style â€” Sylvania Screwdriver â€” phillips. Screwdriver
â€” flat blade. And congratulations for Doing It Yourself! All rights reserved. The Level of
Difficulty displays graphically how challenging the repair is, from beginner to expert. Beginner
repairs usually require very few tools, have short repair times and are simple to complete for
even the most novice of mechanics. As the difficulty level rises expect the repair to demand
more time, use more specialized tools, and require a better understanding of mechanics to
complete the job. Z3 Glove Box Fix Bracket. U This bracket eliminates the sagging glove box
found on most Z3's. Bracket installs behind top of glove box and helps to keep the upper
portion straight. Requires removal of glove box, which is an easy task that anyone can do. Your
factory screws are re-used. Product successfully added to your Shopping Cart. Z3 Glove Box
Support Bracket. Availability: In Stock. Quantity :. Default Title. Add to cart. The gauges are
properly angled toward the driver. Keeps your gauges within view while driving. Won't break
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buy a whole new system. This reduces glare from the gauge pod system while keeping the
black color and good looks of a CNC machined piece. Very Functional. Simply remove your old
column cover and install the new gauge pods. Installation is clean and simple and requires
basic hand tools. If you prefer to drill a couple holes yourself and save some money, we sell the
gauge pod assembly alone and you may download and print the template that you tape to your
steering column and then drill 2 small holes. Not all 52mm or 60mm gauges are exact size.
Simply remove your upper column cover and install the new retaining nut. Reinstall your upper
column cover and then attach the gauge pods. Featured interior products. Featured brake parts.
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product details. This bracket eliminates the sagging glove box found on most Z3's. Bracket
installs behind top of glove box and helps to keep the upper portion straight. Requires removal
of glove box, which is an easy task that anyone can do. Your factory screws are re-used.
Remove the sagged glove box stock plate catch BMW part , this will be re-used and reinforced
by our plate, save all screws and clips for later. Place our einforcement plate on top of original

plate aligning the holes and clip two plates together with original clips that you removed. Install
this bracket in glove box and screw securely with original screws. Re-install entire assembly
back to the vehicle. Z3 M3. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 1 - 4. Fastest delivery:
Tuesday, March 2. Only 14 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by.
Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of purchase. Product breakdowns and
malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional costs for repairs - parts,
labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full refund in the first 30 days. Allstate
Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate company are only valid for new or
Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon in the last 30 days. Add No
Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the manufacturer's warranty expires.
Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts purchased for commercial use. Visit
assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon. Brand: LRNJ. About this item This
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sagging just a little bit of sag now. Easy to install. But, this will fix where they failed. Quick
shipment. Nice finish. No instructions were supplied, just use the directions in the Amazon
listing and you should be good to go. I would rate it as a 2 on the DIY chart! Sort of helped out.
Nice job holding everything straight. Great fix for sagging Z3 glovebox. Instructions illustration
is a little confusing cuz original latch retainer is shown in the wrong orientation, but the install
was easy and intuitive. Highly recommend! The repair piece arrived quickly and is very
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